T he question of the automorphic linear transformation of the function that is the transformation by linear substitutions, of this function into a function of the same form, is in effect solved by some formulae of E u l e r 's for the transformation of coordinates, and it was by these formulae that I was led to the solution in the case of the sum of n squares, given in my paper " Sur quelques proprietes des determinants gauches*." A solution grounded upon an a-priori investigation and for the case of any quadric function of n variables, was first obtained by M. H erm ite in the memoir " Remarques sur une Memoire de M. Cayley relatif aux determinants gauches *f\" This solution is in my Memoir " Sur la transformation du n e function quadratique en ellememe par des substitutions lineairesj," presented under a somewhat different form involving the notation of matrices. I have since found that there is a like transform ation of a bipartite quadric function, th at is a lineo-linear function of two distinct sets, each of the same number of variables, and the development of the transformation is the subject of the present memoir.
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and in which (x, y, z) are said to be the nearer variables, and (x, y, z) the further variables of the bipartite. that is, the two sets of variables may be interchanged provided that the matrix is trans posed.
3.
Each set of variables may be linearly transformed: suppose that the substitutions are (x, y , 2 ) = ( V, l", and (x, y, z )= jf 1 ,
m, m', m" n , n ', n" Then first substituting for (x, y, z) their values in terms of (xp yp z,), the bipartite becomes
Represent for a moment this expression by ( a , b , c , x ? p Vp y» z)> A ', B', C , A", B", C", then substituting for (x, y, z) their values in terms of ( yp zy ), it is easy to see that the expression becomes (( 1 , m , n X a ,B,C ) X&p yp zJ .xp z,), V, m', n' A ', B ', 0 1", m", n"
A", B", C"
and re-establishing the value of the auxiliary matrix, we obtained, finally, as the result of the substitutions,
that is, the matrix of the transformed bipartite is obtained by compounding in order first or furthest the transposed matrix of substitution of the further variables, next the matrix of the bipartite, and last or nearest the matrix of substitution of the nearer variables. 4. Suppose now that it is required to find the automorphic linear transformation of the bipartite
or as it will henceforward for shortness be written, y, *0CX> y>z)-This may be effected by a method precisely similar to that employed by M, H ermite for an ordinary quadric. For this purpose write , y -f^= 2^ , z+ z,= x + x ,= 2 S , y + y y= 2 H , z + z ,= 2 Z , or as these equations may be represented, (# + # "
Y+Yp z+ z,)= 2 (E , H, Z), , we ought to have G and it is easy to see that the equation will be satisfied by writing ,
where Y is any arbitrary matrix. In fact we have then ( q x £ -v £ -^xs* n> z)== ( YX£ 9 ^»£ X®* (tr.QXs " x' H ""y> Z -zX^ 9 > 7 9 £ ) = -(tr. 
which is a mere identity, and the theorem is thus shown to be true.
12. I t is to be observed that in the general theorem the transformations or matrices of substitution for the two sets of variables respectively are not identical, but it may be required that this shall be so. Consider first the case where the matrix Q is symmetrical, the necessary condition is that the matrix Y shall be skew symmetrical; in fact we have 
